CAST

HEDWIG - Jordan Jackson
YITZHAK - Olivia Lee
THE ANGRY INCH BAND - Scot Sexton, Brandon Peck, Peter Vosshall, Storm Tucker

CREW

Director: Troy Wageman
Associate Director: Jordan Jackson
Music Director: Brandon Peck
Production Manager: Deirdre Hadlock
Lighting Designer: Paul Bryan
Spotlight Operator: Anna Banyas
Video Projections: Matt Longmire
Origin of Love Animation: Stickdudeseven
Poster Design: Diego Roia
Lead Scenic Artist: Matthew Lazure
Painters: Scott Weaver, Denise Harris, Celeste Harris
Lighting Assistant: Erik Lawrence
Wig Designer: Stetson Wilson, Glam Pig Wigs
HEDWIG AND THE ANGRY INCH - 2022
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